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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Hot dogs, roller 170, 169 Ambient, GE chest freezer 0

Cheese, dispensers 138, 141

Pepsi 2-door glass cooler, ambient 34

Pulled pork, crockpot 201

Ambient, Pepsi True cooler 34

5-203.14B

7-102.11

4-702.11

3-501.17B

2-301.14

One sink had a sprayer hose connected to the water line. The hose did not have backflow
prevention provided, and it is possible the head may be left in the sink vat. Water shall be
protected from contamination from backflow. Please remove the hose and cap the hole, or install
an American Society of Sanitation Engineering (ASSE) rated backflow prevention device on the
water inlet line to the hose attachment.
A spray bottle of clear liquid was labeled "sanitizer." There was no sanitizer detected, and the

liquid smelled of a cleaner, not of bleach. Please ensure bottles of chemicals are labeled
correctly. COS by discarding liquid.
Bleach was not available for preparing sanitizing solutions. Please provide regular, unscented

bleach that is not labeled as "pourable" or "splashless" for preparing sanitizer solutions. COS
Nacho cheese is left in the dispensers from one event to another. According to manager, the

machines are left on between events. The bags were not labeled with the date of disposition.
Once opened, the cheese has a disposition date of seven days. Please label or post the disposal
dates for the food held in these dispensers (the day of opening plus an additional six days).
Staff were observed putting on gloves without washing hands, and not washing hands when

entering the facility. Hands shall be washed before putting on gloves and when entering the
facility. Please ensure all workers know of the rules of when to wash hands.

2/22/17

COS

COS

2/3/17

2/3/17

6-301.11
6-301.12

3-305.11A

3-305.11A

4-302.14

4-101.11

The soap dispenser, paper towel dispenser, and handwashing sign were over the warewashing
sink. Hands shall be washed only in the handwashing sink, and handwashing sinks shall be
supplied with these items at all times. There were no towels available in the dispenser. Please
move these items over the handwashing sink.
The microwave and buns were stored on the counter between sinks. This exposes food to

splash. Please install splash guards on the sides of the sinks, or do not store food, equipment,
linens, or single-use items between the sinks.
An opened container of pretzel salt was stored beneath the drying rack and the towel

dispenser, exposing the salt to possible contamination from dripping hands and dishes. Please do
not store opened containers of food under the drying rack or towel dispenser.
There were no test strips available to check the concentration of chlorine in sanitizer solutions.

Please supply test kits at all times to ensure sanitizer solutions have a chlorine concentration
between 50 and 100 ppm, prepared by mixing 1/2 to 1 teaspoon of regular, unscented bleach in
each gallon of water.
Pizza trays were lined with aluminum foil and held in the pizza hot hold display case. Food

contact surfaces shall be durable and cleanable. Please do not line pans with foil. Wash, rinse,
and sanitize pans after use.
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These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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3-201.11A

4-601.11A

According to staff, pulled pork may be made in a home. Food shall come from an approved
(ie. inspected) source. Please do not allow any food stored or prepared in a home to be used at
this facility. According to staff, the pulled pork in use today was made on-site.
The popcorn popper (heater bowl, lid, and lamp) had popcorn debris left from the last use.

Please wash, rinse, and sanitize all parts of the machine after use.

2/3/17

2/3/17

4-203.12A

2-301.15

The cook's thermometer was not accurate, reading 140F when the actual temperature was
170F. Please calibrate thermometers frequently.

Staff were observed washing hands in the 3-vat sink. Hands shall be washed only at the
handwashing sink. Please ensure all workers know where to wash hands.
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